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Now you can color DC Comics and all of its most popular characters your way with COLORING DC:

WONDER WOMAN! DC Comics presents this iconic hero in a whole new way: in black and white,

on heavy stock suitable for coloring! DC's  Warrior stars in a new coloring book focusing on her

greatest covers, splash pages and more by some of comics' top artists!Â This graphic novel

features classic illustrations from some of the most well known Wonder Woman artists of all time,

including George PÃ©rez, Jim Lee, Brian Bolland, Amanda Conner, Ross Andru, H.G. Peter, Cliff

Chiang, Phil Jimenez and more!
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I have wanted a Wonder Woman coloring book like the comics for a long time and here it is! I agree

with the other review that there is a lot of pages that have Superman, Justice League, etc., however,

it's a GREAT start!!! I am looking forward to coloring these pages. Jim Lee and Michael Turner are

our favorite comic book artist (hubby and me) and this has more than a handful of Jim's work, along

with MANY other great pieces!This is my third DC coloring book, so far, and like the others because

it's double sided, on the thinner side and I like to use markers.....I have to take it apart and scan it

into my computer to re-print which pages I wish to color on the better paper. Still WELL WORTH the

cost for the chance to geek out and color my comic book favs!!!!! Plus you get A LOT to color!!



Wide variety of interpretations of Wonder Woman for you to color-worth the try but loss of one star

because the pictures are on both sides of the page so markers are out- and there is already some

black ink filled in these pictures instead of just straight line work as it should be. Still enjoyable

because of the variety of the art work but could have done without the black fill-in done for you if

they had printed the pictures on one side of the paper only- you could have used your markers.

I was thrilled to get this in the mail today! I was even more excited to flip through the amazing

decades-spanning line art ...... Until I found the first (of many) pages with smoochy scenes from

DC's New 52 Superman/Wonder Woman romance. Why DC? WHY? This is a Wonder Woman

coloring book. WONDER WOMAN. If, like me, you're repulsed by DC's recent editorial decision to

pair Diana up with Superman, you're likely to be pretty disappointed with like a 1/4 of these coloring

pages. I really wish I'd been forewarned.However, the book is well designed and has a fun range of

art styles and lots of dynamic scenes to color. So if Supes/Wondy doesn't bother you at all, (we

might not be able to be friends, but) you'll probably love this coloring book.

I purchased this book because I'm a huge Wonder Woman fan. While the illustrations are gorgeous

and the paper is of a high quality, the pages are double sided and there's no easy way to remove

them from the book when you're finished coloring. Since I wanted to use markers to color my

favorite Wonder Woman images, I'm a bit disappointed by this. Normally, I'd just scan double sided

pages and print them out on my own paper, but the binding in this book makes it very difficult to lay

flat and there are details so close to the margins that I can't get it to work at all.However, if you love

to color with colored pencils and don't want to remove the pages for display, this book would

probably be well suited for your needs.

This is a must for the nostalgic Wonder Woman fan. There are pictures here that span several

decades. I have no intention of coloring any page in this great collection. I would hate to ruin this

masterpiece.The line work is great and fans of Perez, Dobson, Andru/Esposito, Hughes, and others

should like this.I am surprised that there are portrayals of moments between Diana and Superman.

Even if one doesnâ€™t know the story behind the illustrations, one can see the affection and respect

these two equals express. This is a relief from the stale damsel/dude in distress. DCâ€™s perfectly

matched power couple of 2011 to 2016 are represented well in the number of pages.Ohh, but what

greatest could have been achieved if the couple was allowed to continue and given a writer who

recognized the potential and uniqueness that the assigned author was handed. But enough of



daydreaming. I recommend this book with high enthusiasm.

Just ok. I was excited about a Wonder Woman coloring book, but these are all just comic book

pages that you can color. Some of them are really cool, and some are actually pretty boring. There

are so many great adult coloring books out there. This isn't one of them.

2 stars as a coloring book. Nice as a dentist office flip-through though. This is not a coloring book.

This is a picture book that is colorable.
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